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MEASURE WHAT
YOU MANAGE
As this year draws to a close, the focus is on

tight management practices that yield th(

rnximum ROT.
The 2016 Economic Forecast (p. 30) indicates that
consumer confidence will have a direct impact on vacancies.
And sometimes it's going back to the basics that can have the
biggest impact. According to Frank Sculco, CPM, "The way
to prosper in this economy is to ensure your properties are
staffed, supplied and cleaned the best they can be."

Measure What You Manage (p. 8) offers quick tips for being
green and saving green by encouraging property managers
to take a closer look at operation costs. In a marriage of eco-
and fiscal -friendly thinking, Nicholas Dunlap, CPM, offers
simple examples, such as low -flow toilets and more efficient
faucets and showerheads, as easy -to -implement steps toward
savings.

A Sneak Peek at the Income/Expense® Analysis
Studies by IREM (p. 40) contains highlights from he 2015
Income/Expense Analysis® reports, which have provided
planning, budgeting and forecasting information to real
estate professionals for over 60 years. These reports are
the perfect tool to help you trim waste and optimize your
building's performance. Find out more at www.irem.org/
incomepexense.
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newsilasli I soundbites I buzz::

IN000RATLAS OFFERS NAVIGATION
INSIDE BUILDINGS, SO YOU CAN
ALWAYS FIND THE MALL BATHROOM
VENTUREBEAT, 08/24/15, TAKAHASHI

Palo Alto -based IndoorAtlas has begun to deliver its services that allows consumers
to navigate inside enclosed buildings such as shopping malls, airports, hotels and
more. The company launched a beta test in San Francisco for its indoor position-
ing system (IPS). In mall settings, the technology allows shoppers to find specific
stores, brands, products, promotions and even their friends. Retailers say they lose
as much as 15 percent of sales annually because consumers are unable to find the
store or product they are looking for. "We believe the IPS app will change the way
people get around indoors, just like GPS did for outdoors," said janne Hayerinen,
CEO and founder of IndoorAtlas. IPS uses the core IndoorAtlast magnetic posi-
tioning technology and a Smartphone compass to detect anomalies in the earth's
magnetic fields. The firm said the magnetic positioning works in every building
with steel girders, to an accuracy of one to two meters. That makes it possible to
do accurate indoor navigation, location -aware mobile search, location -based ad-
vertising, and online-to-offline commerce. This magnetic solution eliminates the
need for cumbersome, costly and hard -to -maintain external infrastructures such
as beacons and routers.

5 WAYS
TO PRIORITIZE
BIKE PARKING
BUILDINGS, 08/01/15, MORTON

While those who are not cycling en-
thusiasts may not think twice about the
type, location or security of bike racks,
riders could he alienated if no thought
or effort is pul into bike parking at the
commercial buildings where they work.
To avoid this, experts recommend sev-
eral ways for owners and managers to
turn their buildings into bike -friend-
ly destinations. First, the owners and
operators shoujLinvite_a_-compy's
bicyclists to arainstorming session)o
ask them aboutIEë1rriding-hzbiAd-
ditionally, office landlords should give
due consideration to which styles of bi-
cycle s c - e the most effective
an choose bike racks hat allow bikes
to be o the wheel and the
frame. Experts reco that build-
ing owners consider locker rooms nd
bike storage rooms an se ect a good
location or bike parking. Finally, own-
ers eir management staff should
collaborate ith companies' Human
Re departments, because well-
ness amenities have a direct impact on
employee retention, recruiting, insur-
ance premiums and absenteeism.
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buzz I newsflash / sounclbites

BEFORE STARTING MAJOR RENOVATIONS
MULTIFAMILY EXECUTIVE, 09/23/15, ELLER

Renovations create nicer apartment buildings, better community amenities and
generally more comfortable living spaces for residents. However, the road to get
there is often full of obstacles. From a resident's perspective, renovations often mean
such unwanted or unexpected inconveniences as loud noises, construction debris
and even a temporary loss of access to amenities. They often result in higher rental
rates, too. But major renovations do ultimately benefit residents by providing them
with a higher -quality unit, community and overall quality of life. Communication
with tenants ends up being critical during the often chaotic transition period.

Owners and operators looking to keep their occupied properties running
smoothly during major renovations are urged to do four things before the first
hammer is lifted.

Be sure to set expectations. This means being as transparent as possible
Ij with residents about what they can expect throughout the renovation

process. Explain that the renovations will be disruptive at times, but
that, ultimately, the goal is to make the community a more -pleasant,
more -comfortable place to live.

I lhe second tip is a simple, but important one. Listen! Apartment man-
agers need to have an open-door policy and make themselves available
to residents who have questions, concerns and complaints.

3 Keep residents updated throughout the renovation process.

Be proactive about media coverage. A proactive media campaign can
hell) create positive buzz about an apartment community undergoing
major changes.

------.--..-------..--.----..-----.- ..........."-..- ........................-.-- ....- ....--....----..--,-.-............-.

S OUNDBITE S

We become what
we think about.
-EARL NIGHTINGALE

Winning isnt everything, but
wanting to win is.

-VINCE LOMBARDI

Don't raise your voice, improve
your argument.

-ANONYMOUS

Success is the sum
of small efforts,
repeated day -in
and day -out.
-ROBERT COLLIER

Fortune sides with him who
dares.

-VIRGIL

It is better to fail in originality
than to succeed in imitation.

-HERMAN MELVILLI

The successful
warrior is the
average man, with
laser -like focus.
-BRUCE LEE
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HOLD THAT POST!
IS YOUR COMPANY SAFE FROM
SOCIAL MEDIA HACKERS?
BY SUZANNE HAUSKNECHT

Social media presence is imperative for any
business. Company or property pages on Face -
book, Twitter, Google+ and the like are typ-
ically free and relatively easy to manage. But
what happens when these sites open you and
your business up to risk?

) CROSS -SITE SCRIPTING (XSS)

Most often seen on Facebook, this scam
refers to links or buttons taking you to
an external webpage that prompts you
to enter personal information or runs
a background script on your machine.
This maiware can access cookies and
other sensitive information and even
rewrite the content of the HTML page.
Scammers often take advantage of cur-
rent trends and holidays to get your at-
tention (think: "Create Your Presiden-
tial Name!").

0 CLICKJACKING. Twitter, of course,
is not immune. Hackers will take ad-
vantage of current events, say, the cur-
rent refugee crisis, to tweet requests for
money under false Red Cross and other
charity accounts. Scammers will also
post maiware under links disguised as
news videos or shortened URLs, given
Twitter's character limit.

0 DATA -MINING. This is most common
on professional sites such as Linkedln.
Scammers take advantage of com-
pany data such as employee names
and history to launch phishing scams.
Cybercriminals masquerade as trust-
worthy sources in attempt to acquire
additional sensitive information such as
usernames, passwords and credit card
details.

.0
0I W /bUZZ::

rii

YOU PROTECT YOURSELF

AND YOUR COMPANY?

Use common sense. Bottom line, if you are unsure of the
source of a link, or the topic or context seems strange, don't
click it. If a link ever brings you to a page in which you are
asked for your password, abort immediately! And, never pro-
vide sensitive information via email or websites. Train your
staff accordingly.

Review social media site privacy policies and settings. As a
start, disable automatic social mcdia sharing settings, then
go back and select only those that work for your business.
Most social networks also offer the ability to block certain
followers or advertisers. Lastly, explore the site's Security or
Help Center for useful information. For example, your busi-
ness can follow @safety on Twitter for the latest news.

Implement a company social media policy. Don't ban social
media entirely-employees who want access will get it, mak-
ing your network more vulnerable. Instead, have a policy in
place outlining expectations of staff including what can and
cannot be posted on personal pages, and how to set up priva-
cy options. Some companies even go so far as to request that
employees do not link the business to their personal pages in
any way. Any policies should be continuously updated, mon-
itored, and enforced.

Ensure IT staff is well -trained. One of the best lines of de-
fense is your company's technical staff. Ensure that they are
in -the -know on the latest social media scams and how to
avert them. Keep operating systems and antivirus software
up-to-date. Hold knowledge share sessions between IT and
other company staff to share the latest information. . I
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.0
0I W /bUZZ::

rii

YOU PROTECT YOURSELF

AND YOUR COMPANY?
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click it. If a link ever brings you to a page in which you are
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staff accordingly.

Review social media site privacy policies and settings. As a
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fense is your company's technical staff. Ensure that they are
in -the -know on the latest social media scams and how to
avert them. Keep operating systems and antivirus software
up-to-date. Hold knowledge share sessions between IT and
other company staff to share the latest information. . I
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:: buzz / newsflash

DOWNLOAD ME

GOOGLE KEEP(
Looking for something more interactive
and robust than the Notes app? Google
Keep makes it easy for you to collect
notes, lists, images and audio all in one
place, which you can access no matter
what device you're on. If you find
yourself in the car when inspiration
hits, Google Keep has the option
of transcribing voice memos. Best
of all, your notes are organized and
searchable, so you can retrieve them
when you're looking for it.

VERT o-
Are you a frequent traveler? Do you need
access to money and conversion rates
without the need of data connection?
Vert compares metrics, sizes, weights or
even currency, with a click and a swipe.
And a nice bonus: If you leave the
country, Vert will automatically adjust
currencies to your current location.

FAST FACTS

Monica's apartment
from Friends" is
estimated to cost

$3,500,000.

Warren Buffett, one of the richest
men in the world, still lives in the
same house he bought in 1958 for
$31,000.

THESE APPS ARE
ALL FREE TO

DOWNLOAD AND ARE
DESIGNED FOR MOST

MOBILE DEVICES

____ LASTPASS- - Stop wasting time mentally fumbling
through your list of passwords, and get

jto work. Lastpass is a cross -platform
I: manager with AES 256 -bit encryption

that allows you to access and manage
passwords wherever you arc, and syncs
those passwords between your devic-
es. All sensitive data is encrypted and

_____
decrypted locally before syncing with

_____ LastPass.

I11

About 8,000 Americans are injured
by musical instruments each year.

Rather than building up, millionaires
in central London are building down,
creating mega -basements that are
nicknamed "iceberg homes" because
there's more square footage under
the ground than above.

o MAGNET

I'oggling from one app to another,
copying and pasting content, and
opening and comparing files can be
a tedious task on your Smartphone.
These processes are simplified with
Magnet. In just one drag to the edge,
you snap any window into left, right, top
or bottom half of your screen. And you
can also drag windows to the corners,
snapping them into quarters, enhancing
your productivity.

Did you know?
Barns are red because 18h century
farmers prevented mold by covering
the wood with a mixture of milk,
lime, iron and rust, which turned
it red. Once mass-produced paint
became available, red was not only a
familiar color, but was also the least
expensive.
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TOP5
income/expense lab / buzz::

HIGHEST & LOWEST OPERATING
" 0.32

E/I RATIO (EXPENSE/INCOME)

FOROFFICEBUILDINGSBYMETRO

TT

Highest Eli Ratio* Lowest Eli Ratio*
SUBURBAN OFFICE BUILDINGS SUBURBAN OFFICE BUILDINGS
Metro Median Sample Size Metro Median Sample Size
Chicago 0.69 20 Charlotte, N.C. 0.35 31

Boston 0.64 18 Lancaster, Penn. 0.34 11

Tampa -St Pete. Fla. 0.59 38 Norfolk, Va. 0.34 13
Minneapolis 0.57 44 Salt Lake City 0,34 30
Saint Louis 0.54 58 Seattle 0.32 11

*Minimum sample of 10

**E/I ratio is determined by dividing the Total Operating Costs (TOC) by the Total Actual Collections (TAC). Operating Expenses do not reflect such
items as ground rent, mortgage interest, amortization, depreciation, income taxes or capital expenditures.

***Besides suburban office buildings, downtown data is available in Metro, Regional and National reports. Additionally, Income/Expense Analysis data
is available for 4 other property types: Conventional Apartments, Shopping Centers, Federally Assisted Apartments, Condominiums,Coops & PUDs.

.. _FIND MUCH MORE VALUABLE INFORMATION LIKE THIS IN THE FULL LINE OF INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS ___________
PRODUCTS, WHICH INCLUDES PRINT BOOKS, EBOOKS AND CUSTOMIZABLE ONLINE LABS. LEARN MORE AT
WWW.IREM.ORG/INCOMEEXPENSE.
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dWHISKEY IS FOR DRINKING. WATER IS FOR
FIGHTING OVER." -MARK TWAIN

Efficiency is a measure of produc-

tion and effort. It is part science and

part skill. Real estate investment is especially
dependent upon efficiency and the ability to meet
and exceed financial projections associated with
the acquisition and operation of an asset. While
many expense line items are easily controlled or
curbed through competitive bidding and strate-
gic negotiation, others require more detail and
more effort. But it is through these efforts that we
often realize the greatest results. Nowhere is this
more noticeable than in the rising utility costs
associated with operating multifamily and com-
mercial real estate investments today.

Plagued by rising operating costs such as labor
and pension benefits, or in some cases diminish-
ing natural resources, continuous year -over year
cost increases of greater than 5 percent have be-
come the norm and in some cases, increases of
greater than 10 percent year -over -year are re-
alized. Often times, these increases outpace the
rent or income growth of the subject asset. And
while we are professionally responsible and ac-
countable for stewarding the asset from pro -for-
ma to pay dirt for investors, we are socially re-
sponsible for the conservation efforts we must
make for our fellow man. Through this marriage
of eco- and fiscal -friendly thinking, we find what
must become the new norm. Not just for saving
cost, but for saving conscience.

Do you study your utility bills on a monthly
basis? Sure, you likely review the line item and
monitor the spikes in usage and upward, down-
ward or seasonal trends, but do you look deeper
to ensure that you are being billed appropriately?
Studies show 10 to 15 percent of consumers are
overbilled or charged inaccurately depending on
the number of meters, municipalities, tariff rates
and exemptions. How does this happen? Simple.
Take your electric bill for example. If you own a

STUDIES SHOW

10 TO 15 PERCENT

OF CONSUMERS

ARE OVERBILLED

OR CHARGED

INACCURATELY

DEPENDING ON

THE NUMBER

OF METERS,

MUNICIPALITIES,

ARIFF RATES AND

EXEMPTIONS.

.

F.'

FOR WATER

CONSUMPTION,

START WITH

REMOVING HOSE

BIBS AROUND
THE EXTERIOR

AREAS OF YOUR
PROPERTY.

multifamily complex, you can be billed through a
residential rate plan. This will bill higher at every
level of their tiered pricing in most jurisdictions;
however, your common areas that incur the most
usage qualify for commercial rates that are lower
than those on the residential rate schedule. So,
you are paying at a higher rate for things like
your leasing office, workshops, elevators, interi-
or and exterior common area lighting, garage or
gate ingress and egress and more.

The same goes for gas, trash and water. Thor-
oughly review your bills, check with your city's
utility services department to obtain the neces-
sary base rate information and then reach out
to the utility service provider directly. Or, sim-
ply consult with a company who focuses on this
type of analysis and cost savings. They will likely
expect to split the savings with you for their ser-
vices, but the research and analysis is free.

Water
With your billing issues resolved or right -sized,
you are now able to make the changes that will
yield the greatest results. These changes or up-
dates also happen to be the most costly and la-
bor intensive, though it ultimately depends on
the utility consumption you are looking to curb.
For water consumption, start with removing hose
bibs around the exterior areas of your proper-
ty. Next, replace older faucets and showerheads
with newer, more efficient models equipped with
aerators, in order to limit the amount of water
flowing outward. Low -flush toilets are another
great option as they cut the amount of water used
in half from 3.2 gallons per flush to 1.6. This is
still greater than the 0.6 gallons per flush stan-
dard that is in place across Europe. Commercial
buildings will have even more options as there
are also "no flush" options available. One famous
case study is the 189 unit Mendelsohn House
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apartment complex in the City of San Francisco.
Through the installation of low -flush toilets in ev-
ery unit, they were able to save over four million
gallons of water in year one alone.

Smartscaping your landscaping is another sim-
ple yet powerful efficiency measure. Whether you
are removing grass, flowers, hedges and sprin-
klers to backfill with mulch or simply removing
glass and installing turf, the savings can be dra-
matic. Not only are you taking steps to limit wa-
ter usage onsite, you can lower your landscaping
bill in the process. And there are also plenty of
other options including xeriscape succulents like
the AutumnJoy orJovibarba plants.

Electricity
LED lighting is another great option. And unlike
its predecessor, the CFL bulb, the bulbs are both
cost effective to purchase and widely available
making the switch and ongoing usage much more
practical. While the initial implementation is not
cheap, most LED renovations boast a return on
investment of over X percent, making it a no
brainer from a cost perspective. Exterior lighting
can have a huge impact on your electricity ex-
pense as common area lighting, parking garages
and interior hallways often run 24/7. Switching
out the fixtures and lighting will not only bright-
en up the space, it will lighten up your bill.

Fossil Fuels
As if the high costs of water and electricity ar-
en't bad enough, fossil fuels are rising at an even
greater pace. Thus, it is just as important to en-
sure that appliances azre updated and key sys-
tems such as boilers and water heaters are clean,
tuned and maintained. Be sure to flush the sedi-
ment from your water heater to ensure that your
residents enjoy a steady stream of hot water and
that your systems do not burn out or require ad-

SMARTSCAPING

YOUR

LANDSCAPING

IS ANOTHER

SIMPLE YET

POWERFUL

EFFICIENCY

MEASURE.

SWITCHING OUT

THE FIXTURES

AND LIGHTING

WILL NOT ONLY

BRIGHTEN UP THE

SPACE, IT WILL

LIGHTEN UP YOUR

BILL.

ditional gas usage to heat water.
One of the best things about the retrofitting

suggestions highlighted herein is that there are
often rebates, tax credits or even free materials
and labor available by State agencies or local
municipalities to help update fixtures and appli-
ances.

Now that your billing is accurate and your fix-
tures and appliances have been retrofitted, the
heavy lifting has all been done. It is now time
to monitor the changes in place. NWP Services
Corporation offers a host of services, including
the Utility Smart program. Utility Smart allows
owners to outsource the management of their
utility billing and usage to a third -party team of
experts who monitor consumption and expense
in real time. This means that your people get to
focus on real estate and real results, not tracking
down utility bills and spikes in consumption. Yes,
one of the best parts of Utility Smart is that they
track down increases
obtain meter numbers and contact the utility pro-
vider before engaging your team in solving the
problem. What's more, you receive a host of cus-
tomized reports, charts and graphs highlighting
the usage and trends of your properties and those
most comparable to your properties.

At one point in time, it was difficult or more
costly to conserve. Then it became cutting edge
and hip. And now with costs on the rise and re-
sources on the decline, it is not just the smart
thing to do but the right thing to do. By taking
the first steps and promoting utility consumption
awareness amongst your tenants, you can help
to amplify your results. Sub -metering or billing
back costs is another excellent way to gain your
tenants' cooperation. You've got all of the insight
you need. Now it's time to follow through. .

NICHOLAS DUNLAP, CPM, (NDUNLAPØAVANATH.CQM) IS THE DIRECTOR OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT OF AVANATH
CAPITAL MANAGEMENT IN IRVINE, CALIF. FOLLOW HIM ON TWITTER: NICHOLASDUNLAP.
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EYE ON
SUSTAI NABI LIlY:
2016 FINANCIAL/ECONOMIC FORECAST

Sustainability forecasting for 2016
presents an adventurous challenge.
Recent reports have shown us that climate change
is occurring at an alarmingly faster rate than pre-
viously estimated, and we must recognize that ad-
aptation is compulsory. That being said, we can
still examine key trends within the realm of sus-
tainability.

Ilcty1
Lnergy consumption remains the most important
opportunity for constructive change in how we
think about, and impact, sustainability. Although
fossil fuel prices are trending downward, electric-
ity costs are still rising. It is critical to remember
that regardless of fuel source, after electricity is
produced, it still must be sent through a transmis-
sion and distribution system. We have an aging
utility infrastructure all over the United States
which must be upgraded. As such, the cost of de-
livering electricity will continue to increase and
your sustainability efforts will also continue to
reap substantial rewards for reducing demand.

IVklii
Many thousands of miles of gas, water and sewer
lines are also in dire need of replacement. By some
estimates, 30-40 percent of all water sent from
treatment plants as potable to end users is lost in
delivery somewhere in the system. Water costs
have increased by almost 50 percent over the last
five years in major markets. Look for this trend to
continue, especially with the severe drought con-
ditions affecting millions of Americans.

We are doing a better job with waste manage-
ment. Nationally, landfill capacity has not posed
a problem in recent years, although some regional
issues have occurred. Widespread recycling and

composting has increased as well. In fact, Ne
York City plans to go "zero waste" by 2030. Still,
waste costs are increasing disproportionately to
inflation.

 More time of use billing. Time -Of -Use (TOU)
pricing is a variable rate structure that charges
for energy, depending on the time of day and the
season the energy is used. With TOU rates, your
l)ill will be determined by both when you use
electricity and how much you use.

 Increase in mandatory disclosures of energy con-
sumption and efficiency. In the last year alone
there has been a 40 percent increase in manda-
tory benchmarking in major markets.

 ]'nant Star.As a companion to Energy Star,
recently passed legislation will provide tenants
with more incentives and motivation to embrace
sustainability.

The silver lining in energy and water costs in-
creasing is that sustainability is on the rise as well.
Ultimately, rising energy and water costs make
sustainability projects in all types of buildings
easier to justify and sell, as payback periods will
decrease and financial returns will increase.

Capital is attracted to organizations that
demonstrate responsible investing, and organiza-
tions are attracted to asset and property managers
that know how to better control costs. Although
many of these energy, water and waste costs are
passed through to tenants, the time is here where
we must be vigilant about sustainability and its
impact on your career and your company. IREM
and its members are well positioned because in
2016, sustainability will continue to be a critical
and increasingly important component in the op-
erations and development of real estate.

JOHN KLEIN.
(JKLEINØJDMGMT.

COM) IS THE
PRINCIPAL OF JOM
ASSOCIATES IN
FALLS CHURCH,
VA.

MR. KLEIN IS

ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF
A PRACTICAL
GUIDE TO GREEN

REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.
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IVklii
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IREM and the IREM Foundation

sponsor an annual

student writing competition.

The goals of the competition are to

1) Encourage and recognize excellence in the study

of real estate property and asset management

2) Support the study of real estate property and

asset management
that has practical application to

the industry and would benefit its practitioners

3) Promote the development of future real estate

managementprofessionals
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Formally dedicated university programs in property management are seemingly infre-
quent in the United States today. As a student of Facility and Property Management at
Brigham Young University, I have the unique opportunity to study property and asset
management principles in the classroom before venturing off into industry full-time. I
began taking dedicated facility and property management courses in the winter of 2014,
and since that time have completed 48 credit hours in this discipline.

Given this background of academic course work and internship experience allows me
to realize my most valuable classroom learning moments. This response will explore
the nature of my academic program, the applicable value I have found in BYU's Facility

'
and Property Management (FPM) program, and the content and knowledge I believe will
make me a competitive and competent property manager in the future. I will also reflect
on my view of property managers, as I have interacted with them.

D
In my short tenure with the property and asset management industry, I find that many'' professionals did not receive much or any formal education dedicated to their field. The

V&J- OR.J?t come from many different disciplines. They come from construction. They come from

P at e,,i4 business. Some enter into property management as a complete shift in vocational direc-
tion as a second career. Despite these diverse backgrounds and informal training these
professionals are flourishing. How can this be? Why do talented and motivated individu-

?'(44 4't
als transition into property management?

I this into management can be to the for
.ti4 g44 -t.

submit shift property attributed potential pro-
fessional achievement and personal growth. The industry is an exciting place.

Counterintuitively, these transitioned property professionals succeed in the industry
0 because of their diverse backgrounds. Property management is about solving problems.

Any mind trained in forward thinking can have a place in this industry. Certainly there
are technical bits industry professionals must learn along the way in order to achieve
success, but a mind that can problem solve masters these tasks quickly. This is the na-
ture of property management, creating value in real estate by solving problems, by in-
novation. Because learning innovation brings success to property managers of today, it
needs to be instilled in our property managers of tomorrow, the students. Through my
experience, this is achieved by solving real world problems.

BYU's facility and property management program blends a mix of financial, real estate
and construction management. Although some tedious memorization is required, the
classes tend to present a decent mix of projects. These projects allow for interpersonal
collaboration and problem solving. BYU's program will do well to focus on this approach.
The world of property management is about solving unique problems on a frequent basis.
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These problems are real and often never before seen. There is no one correct answer.
Practicing finding solutions for these real life issues will increase the student's value.
Companies will confidently seek to hire these students for they are proven problem solv-
ers.

Reflecting on my own experience, I learned the most for those experiences where I was
given a general outline of the requirements, but was forced to innovate. Cook -book style
assignments are boring and tedious. There is little room for innovation and growth when
the path is already partially paved before you. I am confident these partially paved paths
rarely or even exist in industry. The student must forge their own path and cultivate
their own ideas for deep and lasting learning.

This last semester, I took a course where the tasks and projects were unfamiliar on
seemingly a weekly basis. A small amount of direction was given, but the instructor also
expected us to think for ourselves, teamwork and sometimes even learn through our
own failures. Even though this method of teaching seemed counterproductive at the
time, I learned the material, and retained it well. Even more than the material itself, I
learned how problem solve. I learned how to work with a team. The academic experience
should not be spoon-feed. The real world certainly will not be so accommodating.

These problem solving skills if properly learned should build the confidence of the stu-
dent. This is important for industry success. One should not confuse this confidence with
arrogance. Confidence in one's knowledge will clearly promote the student's abilities into
the industry. This must be combined with the desire and ability to perform. It is then
reinforced as the student applies their craft in a variety of settings. Class projects and
practically applications academically are important, but work experiences and intern-
ships will shape this confidence in a way the classroom cannot.

Currently there is not much room for specialization within BYU academic property
management program. All students pursuing degrees in facility and property manage-
ment get a heavy exposure of construction management. This may or may not be in -line
with the student's professional interest. Presenting a degree program with four or five
classes (roughly a single semester) of specialization in project management, asset man-
agement, healthcare facilities or other like disciplines could be desirable. For these em-
phases to take hold, enrollment into the program would also need to me increased.

In conclusion, I would like to see property and asset management taught with a prac-
tical, problem -solving approach first in mind. The ability to problem solve has allowed
many industry transplant the ability to succeed in the industry, and if applied the stu-
dents and future professionals, the same will surely be true. BYU's facility and proper-
ty management program allows many opportunities to work on projects and in groups.
These types of activities will prepare the student well as the real world's challenges mir-
ror this reality. Importantly, the student needs to remember to have confidence in their
abilities.

Lastly there is no way to replace proven success in the field. Work experience is im-
portant. Internships are important. These practical opportunities allow the student to
problem solve from a new angle. This accomplishment boosts both achievement and con-
fidence, making the student a competitive candidate as they enter the workforce. The
Facility and Property Management Program at Brigham Young University is doing a fine
job of preparing the property managers of tomorrow, and with the implementation of em-
phases, the major will become even stronger. Problem solving and real world confidence
will give emerging students the edge they need to be success in this industry.
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MARKETING SOLUTIONS ,- 'S '

CONVERTING
FENCE-SITTE

There's nothing like a stint on the
front line to bring you back to reality.

As an Assistant Manager for a large hotel early
on, my job was to make sure we were 100 -per-
cent -occupied on our busiest days. If you've done
this, you know it takes both skill and a little luck to
wind up exactly on target. It can be challenging
to fill 1,500 rooms exactly-not one more, not one
less. And well, when we were oversold, I was the
lucky manager who got to tell late -arriving guests
that we had no more rooms. I clearly recall one
guest who reacted by lying prone on the lobby
floor to protest. Yep, it's true. You just can't make
this stuff up.

But here's the news: even though my duties in-
cluding managing customers, supervising employ-
ees and filling the hotel, my real job was to convert
the fence -sitters. The same is true in marketing.
Face it, when we're out there in the real estate
world marketing our companies, some owners,
tenants and residents will love us from the get -go.
Others won't. The rest will be squarely in the mid-
dle: those are the fence -sitters.

Want to turn your fence -sitters into
advocates? Here are three of my favorite ways:

A colleague relayed to me re-
cently that she had put her office portfolio out to
bid to three excellent companies. The two who
didn't win lost out because of one critical factor:
they didn't have current bench strength to handle
the property. The moral here: don't wait!

tI(EUI(* If you're already using mys-
tery (or secret) shoppers, then you're likely an ex-
pert. If you're not, get out and do a little shop-
ping: in your offices, that is. This doesn't mean

that you have to have a covert operation. What
it does mean is that you can see first-hand how
your brand is represented (and marketed) right
from the very first point of customer contact. A
simple phone call may just do the trick. You can
opt to use a third -party shopper, or do what I call
"smiling -and -dialing" yourself. A quick listen is
all it takes to see if there's a friendly, helpful voice
and clear directions on the other end of the phone.

Recently, I took
my car in for repair. Now, I should explain that
I'm not much of a "car" girl-nothing fancy, but I
do expect reasonable service. The good news? It
was stellar in every way. As soon as I drove up, my
service tech, Bob, was at my door and greeted me
by name. He then arranged a rental car (without
my asking) and told me exactly when he would get
back with me. Even better, he said, "I like to ex-
ceed my customers' expectations not just the first
time, but every time." Good advice.

Want to put a spark in your marketing? Use
these tactics to put your service expectations-
and your marketing results-to the test. Nothing
beats the front line. .

SHANNON
ALTER. CPM,
(SHANNONØ
ALTERCON-
SULTING-
GROUP.COM)

IS PRESIDENT
OF ALTER
CONSULTING
GROUP IN
SANTA ANA.
CALIF.

StrBtegiu tar Wortir

with Small Tenaria

MS. ALTER
IS ALSO THE
AUTHOR OF
STRATEGIES FOR
WORKING WITH

SMALL TENANTS.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS. ORG.
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Professional, ethical, and knowledgeable real estate managers
make a difference in the places where people live, work, and shop.
With that in mind, lREM is kicking off a new CPM' Sponsor Program
to grow CPM' Members in the U.S.. CERTIFIED

1r1 PROPERTY
Identify a colleague, a peer, an employee, or anyone else who could L_LI1J MANAGER

benefit from the CPM designation - then commit to helping that
person achieve a career goal by being his/her CPM Sponsor.

AS A CPM' SPONSOR, YOU CAN ENJOY MANY BENEFITS, INCLUDING:
______________ Helping others achieve their career goals, ______________

Securing the future with the next generation of professional real estate managers

Expanding your knowledge by learning from others

V Giving back to the industry that has served you
lREM gifts, discounts, and incentives

_____________ Recognition through various communication channels as a CPM Sponsor

AND YOUR SPONSORED COLLEAGUE WILL:

Get your personal touch on the journey to earning the CPM designation
Reach new career heights and make more money once earning the designation*

V1 LI.TOL...VV Receive lREM incentives and discounts
Feel connected and respected Learn more and sign up today at

______ Learn from a master - you! g/CPMspo nsorwww.irem.or
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The John Hancock Center's
recent renovations are helping

to breathe new life into the
iconic Chicago skyscraper.

'[he opportunity to put your
own stamp on an iconic build-
ing, like Chicago's John Han-
cock Center, doesn't come
around too often. Therefore, when
Hearn Co. purchased the 100 -floor

skyscraper in 2005, the investment firm
sought to do just that.

"It had been 25 to 30 years since
anything had been done to the build-
ing; when we bought it, we wanted to
breathe new life into it," said Nancy
Capadona, General Manager. "Our

goal was to make it more relevant and
fitting for today and for the future."

A SKYLINE FAVORITE

An integral part of Chicago culture,
the glass -and -steel Hancock building
was the first modern skyscraper to
grace the city's internationally lauded
skyline. Soaring 1,000 feet above the
famed Michigan Avenue, the building
opened in 1970. Today, it continues to
be among the most coveted mixed -use
developments for residential, office and
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This building is an integral part of Chicago
culture, everyone from Chicago feels protective
of it, and everyone has an opinion.

-NANCY CAPADONA

commercial tenants.
The Hancock's X-shaped external

beams are not only one of the building's
most defining features, they are also a
structural necessity. Each crossbeam
is 18 stories tall and provides essential
support for the building by eliminating
the need for inner support columns.
This strategic design provides more
available floor space within the build-
ing compared to similar structures that
require inner support beams.

When it was built, the Hancock was
building in Chicago; today is

the fourth tallest behind the Aon Cen-
ter, Trump International Hotel and
Tower and Willis Tower (formerly the
Sears Tower). Though it may not be
the tallest building in Chicago, visitors
and locals alike flock to the center's 94I
floor observatory to take in the sprawl-
ing views of the city and beyond. The
appropriately named 360 Chicago ob-
servatory offers 360 -degree views in
which visitors can see up to 80 miles
and four states, including Illinois, In-
diana, Michigan and Wisconsin on a
clear day.

IMPROVED EFFICIENCY

Having a vital role in Chicago's im-
pressive skyline comes with a certain
expectation. The Hancock simply

could not afford to stay stagnant. Con-
sequently, Hearn's comprehensive ren-
ovation plans included everything from
functional arid operational upgrades to
amenity improvements and a broad
scale aesthetic makeover.
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The first major upgrade was replac-
ing the chiller plant, which was a huge
undertaking. "The former system was
40 years old; it was incredibly ineffi-
cient and parts weren't readily avail-
able," said Capadona. "We did not
want to get into a position where we
were failing."

The new computer -controlled HVAC
system was implemented and now offers
accurate year-round environmental
control, allowing the building to be sig-
nificantly more efficient. Improved effi-
ciency is expected to save energy costs,
and Hearn was able to take advantage
of lucrative CornEd incentives.

TREATING TENANTS RIGHT

Undoubtedly, there is a distinct pres-
tige associated with working in one of
Chicago's most celebrated skyscrapers.
The center's diverse tenant mix in-
cludes everything from private equity
firms to cosmetic dermatologists. It is
also a popular office location for cre-
ative industries, housing advertising,
marketing and public relations tenants.
At press time, the occupancy rate was
88 percent.

Keeping these existing tenants hap-
py, while also attracting new ones, is a
high priority for Hearn. Accordingly,
one of the goals of the renovation was
to provide an unparalleled tenant expe-
rience. To do this Hearn expanded and
upgraded the building's tenant ameni-
ties, which are primarily housed on the

1
3t1 floor. These amenities include a fit-

ness center, conference room and game
room, which were all upgraded and
modernized during the renovation.

Today, the fitness center boasts a fresh
style with mod carpeting and finishes,
state-of-the-art exercise equipment, ca-
ble televisions on all cardio machines
and a yoga and core training studio. The
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conference center features multi -media
equipment, including high -lumen pro-
jectors and retractable screens, built-in
mics and speakers, high-speed wireless
service and a fully integrated confer-
ence telephony system.

Perhaps the most tenant -friendly
new addition to the l3' floor is the X
Lounge, a tenant game room. The vi-
brant, comfortable space offers ping-
pong, pooi and shuffleboard, along
with gathering areas where tenants can
relax and mingle with coworkers and
other tenants in the building.

MINI MAKEOVERS

The renovation also included aesthetic
updates throughout the common areas
of the building. Through a corridor im-
provement program, all of the common
tenant corridors were updated with
glass lighting and given a more modern
overall feel with new paint, carpeting
and finishes.

The most dramatic change to the
building, however, is in the lobby. The
new focal point of the lobby is Lucent,
a commissioned piece of art created
by renowned sculpture Wolfgang But-
tress. The piece is 14 feet in diameter
and depicts the 3016 brightest stars in
the Northern Hemisphere. It is fiber
optically illuminated and appears to
pulsate as a hand -painted color wheel
spins in front of the hidden light source.

MANAGING AN ICON

The extensive interior renovations be-
gan in January 2015 and were com-
plete in June. Throughout this period,
it was essential to maintain top-notch
property management operations. The
small management team-comprised

of an accountant, operations manager,
tenant services manager, administrator
and general manager-was dedicat-
ed to maintaining tenant satisfaction
throughout the entire process.

"The building is so busy and there
was so much going on; communication
was key," said Capadona. "We com-
municated openly and regularly with
our tenants. We sent out email blasts
and made sure we had appropriate
signage. Considering how major these
renovations were, the complaints were
minimal. Most of our tenants were very
excited about the changes."

Additionally, since the Hancock is
such a high profile building that at-
tracts tourists it was important to keep
the building safe yet open. The Depart-
ment of Homeland Security did a sur-
vey of the property and made a number
of security recommendations, which
Hearn successfully implemented. The

'C
It had been
25 to 30 years
since anything
had been done
to the build-
ing; when we
bought it, we
wanted to
breathe new
life into it.

-NANCY CAPADONA

security team also received advanced
training to help them protect the build-
ing, while also refining their customer
service skills.

Of course, successfully managing
an iconic property like the Hancock
building, whether it is in the middle
of the renovation or not, requires an
open mind. "This building is an inte-
gral part of Chicago culture," said Ca-
padona. "Everyone from Chicago feels
protective of it, and everyone has an
opinion."

The management team often fields
calls from Chicagoans near and far
who have strong ideas, opinions and
feelings about the goings on at the
Hancock. "We graciously listen to what
everyone has to say," said Capadona.
"It helps us because we are constantly
looking forward and looking for ways to
ensure that the Hancock stays relevant
and does not become a dinosaur." .

DIANA MIREL IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM', PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASaIREM.ORG.
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spoffight! IN Mi IU U U WNEM
A crowd of people on Sao Paulo's bustling,
commercial street, 'Quinze de Novembro"

Great Sidewalks Make Great Cities
BY NANCYE J. KIRK

"A good city is one where people want to
be outside in public spaces. Where walking
is safe and a pleasure. Where nobody feels
inferior." This was the theme expressed last month in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, by Enrique Peflalosa, well-known urbanist and
former Mayor of Bogota, Colombia. He made it his mission
while mayor to improve the quality of life in Bogota, creating
urban solutions that were quite daring, such as parking re-
strictions in the city center, a massive network of bike paths,
and an integrated high-speed bus system with bus -only lanes.

Penalosa shared his views at an international real estate
conference organized by SECOVI-SP, an IREM interna-
tional partner. A number of conference sessions centered on
the current economic crisis and political scandal in Brazil,
the explosive growi h of Brazil's urban centers, and the im-

pact both are ha ing on the population as a whole and spe-
cifically on real estate investment and development.

It was pointed out that as the world becomes more urban,
its impact is being felt on those who live and work in cities,
on city governments, on all those in the real estate sector, in-
cluding those whose business is the management of the build-
ings in these cities. Already, more than half of the world's
population living in cities-a figure that is anticipated to
grow to 60 percent in the next 15 years.

Around the world, common themes are emerging as a way
to manage the challenges of an increasingly urban demo-
graphic-themes that were reinforced at the Sao Paulo Con-
ference: Prioritizing people over cars. Making cities more pe-
destrian -friendly. Supporting a bike culture. Improving mass
transit. Favoring transit -oriented developments. Enlarging
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green public spaces. Supporting sustainable initiatives.
These were appropriate topics for Sao Paulo, which is the

largest city in Latin America-home to more than 18 mil-
lion people. In 2014, the city of Sao Paulo took a bold step
when it adopted a new master plan to direct the city's growth
through 2030. The plan embraces many sustainable urban
development principles, including the elimination of park-
ing minimums. Although other cities are addressing parking
minimums (in the US, Chicago, for example, has reduced
parking minimums in connection with transit -oriented de-
velopments, and Portland, Oregon, has instituted parking
maximums in areas), Sao Paulo is the first major
city in the developing world to eliminate
parking minimums city-wide. The objective
is to discourage the use of cars, support mass
transit and transit -oriented developments,
and increase and enhance public spaces.

The creation of more pedestrian -centric outdoor public
spaces is being seen well beyond South America, with nu-
merous examples in North America as well. A crumbling,
unused, black steel structure supporting an elevated train
line was transformed into the High Line in Lower Manhat-
tan-turning it into one of the most innovative and inviting
public spaces in New York City. It is an elevated park 25 feet
above the ground that is part -promenade, part -town square,
part -botanical garden. Opened in 2009, the High Line has
become one of the top visitor attractions in New York, sur-
passing even the Statue of Liberty.

A similar transformation has occurred in Chicago with
the 2.7 -mile elevated greenway known as the Bloomingda-
le Trail or, more officially, The 606. Still another example
is in Cleveland, Ohio, where work recently began in Public
Square to make the 10 -acre civic space greener, more beau-
tiful, and more usable for people on foot, rather than cars.

These projects, and others like them, mark an urban para-
digm shift in urban planning away from the automobile and
to the pedestrian.

For urban centers everywhere, Peflalosa said, "The great-
est challenge is automobiles. We have had cities for thou-
sands of years, but we've only had cars for 100 years. Why
should malls replace public space as a meeting place?" he
asked? "Great cities do not have malls. Parking is not a con-
stitutional right in any country. Quality footpaths are more
important to infrastructure than a highway. Great sidewalks
make great cities." .

GREEN EXPECTATIONS
With increased urbanization-as cities become larger and
denser and more congested-sustainability gains impor-
tance. For building owners and operators, "we have a
responsibility as an industry to the built environment,' said
Cheryl Gray, CPM, of Bentall Kennedy in Toronto, who spoke

on this topic during the SECOVI-SP conference at a session
sponsored by the REM Sao Paulo Chapter.

"Why do green?" she asked. "Our stakeholders are de-
manding it. Tenants, employees, owners, managers-all
are stakeholders and all must be satisfied." What's more,

she said, "if you don't do it, you will become economically
obsolete."

While green practices are fast becoming embedded into
commercial building operations, adoption has been slower

on the residential side. The challenge of sustainability in the

multifamily sector is "that people want green but they don't
want to pay for it. In Canada this is becomes an even great-
er challenge," according to Gray, "because most residential
is under rent control."

'1Ultimately, green in residential is about influenc-
ing behavior," said Gray. "Appliances, thermo-
stats, lighting, shower heads and faucets, laundry
equipment, submetering water-choices in all of
these areas can have enormous impact." She also
pointed out that emerging trends in common services have
sustainability at their core-community gardens, biking
facilities, availability of Zip cars, eLectric vehicle charging
stations, fitness facilities and both indoor and outdoor
shared social space.

Gray emphasized that, when it comes to sustainabitity,
LEED is not the only option. "It's not LEED or nothing," she

said. "In large part, sustainability is about making good
choices." What has worked for BentalL Kennedy, said Gray,
whose company has made sustainability a core part of
mission:

1 Engage all the stakeholders

2 Have a strategy and keep focused-
"Don't try to do everything."

3 Embrace benchmarking, measuring,
monitoring-"If you don't measure, you
can't manage."

NANCYE J. KIRK IS CHIEF STRATEGY OFFICER/GLOBAL SERVICES FOR IREM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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spotlight / NEW LEGISLATION

Uniform Law Commission Finalizes

Revised Uniform Residential Landlord
a nd lenant /\ct BY IREM GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS STAFF

In August, the Uniform Law Commission
(ULC), also known as the National Confer-
ence of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws, moved to finalize its work revising the Uniform Res-
idential Landlord and Tenant Act (URLTA or the "Act").
The ULC is a non-profit organization consisting of practic-
ing attorneys from around the nation that meets to research
and compose various laws that can be adopted by the states
in order to provide uniformity across the states.

The Uniform Residential Landlord and Tenant Act was
originally drafted in 1972 and was intended to serve as model
legislative language that could be adopted by the states to
serve as the landlord -tenant law in that state. Today, 21 states
(Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Connecticut, Florida, Hawaii,
Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Virginia and Washington) have
adopted the Act in its entirety. Other states have enacted var-
ious parts of the language for their landlord -tenant law.

This is the first time the Act has been revised since it was first
drafted in 1972. With so much changing around
the nation and in the past four decades, the
process took several years in order to fully
research and examine potential appropriate
changes to the Act. IREM was able to serve as an
observer and participate in many of the ULC's meetings to
discuss the proposed revisions to the Act. The multifamily
industry was well -represented as there were many observers
and participants involved in the process from the beginning.

Here are a few highlights of some of the revisions to the
Act:

> Violence Against Women Protections: Article 11 of the
Act was added to confbrm the Act with the Violence Against
Women Act, which was initially enacted in 1994 and re-
authorized again in 2013. The provision was carefully and
thoughtfully worded and provides the real estate manager

with the ability to penalize tenants by collecting damages for
false representation by the tenant. The Act recognizes the
important responsibility for real estate managers to protect
other tenants, employees, and the property itself.

> Disposal of Tenant's Property: Article 10 of the Act dis-
cusses the responsibility the real estate manager has with re-
gard to disposing of a tenant's personal property when they
no longer reside in a unit. Changes were made to allow real
estate managers to have more flexibility, particularly in the
unfortunate situation when a tenant is deceased.

Although great strides were made while serving as an
observer in these meetings, IREM hoped to prompt other
changes, especially when discussing provisions concerning
prepaid rent. IREM urged the Commissioners
to not limit prepaid rent. This is an import-
ant issue in an era of greater numbers of
post -foreclosure households resulting from
the recession. Limiting prepaid rent may negate a po-
tential tenant's ability to qualify for rental housing when
their credit is in question - perhaps due to a foreclosure. In
the revised Act, language was included that limits the total
allowance of collected security deposits and prepaid rent to
just two months. IREM is concerned this may limit the abil-
ity of some renters to qualify for rental housing when in fact
they are financially stable to pay the rent.

The final document is still subject to stylist review and will
not be finalized until October. Once the stylist review has
been completed and the final Act has been published, it is
at the discretion of the states to adopt the model law in its
entirety, piece -by -piece, or not at all.

IREM Government Affairs staff composed a Legislative
White Paper summarizing the revisions of the Revised Uni-
form Residential Landlord and Tenant Act; the paper is
available on the IREM Public Policy webpage (below). i

To read the full revised language, please visit www.IREM.org/public-po!icy.
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IREM encourages
focusing on
policies that
would allow more
affordable housing
options, job training
and placement,
and mental health
treatment and
counseling first. y y

IREM Committee Adopts New Legislative
Statement of Policy on Homelessness
The IREM Legislative and Public Policy Committee met via
conference call in late August to discuss various items includ-
ing a new statement of policy (SOP) that would address a hot
topic around the nation. This past year three states saw legis-
lation introduced that would all the "Right to Rest." In 2015,
legislation was introduced in California, Oregon, and Colo-
rado that would create a certain set of rights to the homeless.
The legislation would provide the homeless with protections
that allow them to sleep on public property, such as parks,
plazas, parking lots, transportation facilities, shopping cen-
ters and sidewalks.

Although the legislation died fairly quickly in all three
states,, and with much opposition from various interested
parties including cities, government coalitions, industry
trade groups, defense lawyers and private citizens, the IREM
Legislative and Public Policy Committee felt compelled to
adopt a new SOP addressing the issue.

Many IREM Members are concerned with such legisla-
tion because it could force real estate owners and managers
to allow the homeless to congregate in certain areas that may
prevent or disrupt normal business activity. In addition, peo-
pie who wish to rest on certain properties, including shop-
ping centers, may not make a clear division between public

and private property. Similar to cities and local governments,
shopping center owners and managers are concerned with
the added expense of maintaining the safety and cleanliness
of these areas which could create an unfair burden on their
business and employees. Also, real estate practitioners worry
they could be unfairly targeted for litigation for potential dis-
crimination claims.

The IREM position on the Right to Rest legislation is that
IREM does not support blanket legislation that does not ad-
dress the underlying issues of homelessness. IREM supports
the national goal of a decent home and a suitable living envi-
ronment for every family. Although well -intended, the Right
to Rest bills are misguided efforts to help society's vulnerable
citizens. IREM encourages focusing on policies that would
allow more affordable housing options, job training and
placement, and mental health treatment and counseling first.
The IREM Legislative and Public Policy Committee ad-
opted the new SOP unanimously and it now will go to the
IREM Executive Committee and IREM Governing Coun-
cil for their approval before being officially finalized. Once
approved by the Governing Council, the SOP will be avail-
able online at www.IREM.org/pubiic-po!icy under the Policy
Positions tab.
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spotlight / GADGETS

GOPRO HERO 4 SESSION
In this age of everything video, the new GoPro Hero 4 Ses-

sion stands out above the rest. Its small, 1.5 inch, 2.6 ounce
design is simple to use and waterproof to boot. Featuring a
variety of shooting modes-ranging from l44Op at 30fps
to 48Op at l2Ofps for the sb-mo enthusiasts-the session
supports microSD cards up to 64GB of memory to capture
all your needs. Its new design also accommodates a mount-
ing system that has a quick release latch and, because of its
cube design, the Session is more versatile to turn in a 180 -
or 360 -degree format.
Available at www.gopro.com for $399.

"BALLLOON" FOR CHROME
Ever find yourself surfing the web and wanting to download a file but don't want
to wait, then transfer it to your multitude of devices? Download the "Baliloon"
extension for your Chrome browser, and within seconds you're up and running,
saving content directly to the cloud storage of your choice. Not only will it down-
load the content in seconds without going through the regular download steps, hut
you can take the content with you anywhere you go. Balloon works with Dropbox,
Google Drive, Microsoft OneDrive, Box, Copy and SugarSync.
Available at https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/ballloon-for-chrome for
free.

CONNECTED SIGN VIA FOUR WNDS
NTERACTIVE

In today's world of ubiquitous digital signage, the prod-
uct list (free and not) is impossible to sift through. From
menu displays to mall kiosks to lobby welcome screens, the
possibilities are endless. One product stands out above the
rest: Four Winds Interactive along with Connected Sign
can create an interactive menu just for you. Would you like
a welcome lobby display and have a directory that will call
the appropriate extension via a soft phone right from the
touch screen? How about a twitter or Facebook feed of staff
highlights cycling in your office? The software package is
easy to use and super flexible to your needs. It is database
driven and can control multiple signs, deploying new infor-
mation to all in seconds.
Available at www.connectedsign.com, prices vary.

ALEX LEVIN :ALEVjN/REMQRG) IS DIRECTOR OF IT FOR REM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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NEW PRODuCTS / spot1ight

elgato

ELGATO AVEA SMART LIGHT BULB
The Avea, a standalone, 7W LED bulb from Elgato, can
transform living environments through dynamic mood light-
ing from your iPhone, iPad or Apple Watch. Connecting to
your device using Bluettooth Smart technology, the Avea lets
you choose custom light scenes, including Wake -Up Light
and Cozy Flames, to set an ambient mood in your space.

THE FILTERSCAN
The FILTERSCAN® WiFi Air Filter Monitor and Notification System from
CleanAlert issues text/email alerts when an air filter needs servicing. Clogged air
filters are the primary cause of HVAC equipment failure, and the Filterscan can
communicate an air filter's status to any Smartphone, tablet or desktop computci'.
The Filterscan is compatible with most commercial and industrial HVA( systems,
including units with single- or multi -speed blowers.

I 1IW.'A " /

( k Alert

Ski' MOBILE PASS
Now you can usc your Smartphone to unlock your door The Brivo
Mobile Pass is a mobile replacement for physical keycards and readers.
No more digging around for keys; simply take out your Smartphone and
launch the app. It communicates with the cloud and submits a request for
the door to be opened. And just like keycards, access can be revoked at
any time by the administrator.
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THE U.S. ECONOMY
SHOULD GROW
AT CLOSE TO ITS
CURRENT RATE OF
2.5 PERCENT IN 2016,
WITH DEMAND RISING
FOR MULTIFAMILY,
INDUSTRIAL AND RETAIL
SPACE, ACCORDING TO
PANEL OF ECONOMISTS
AND PROPERTY
MANAGERS RECENTLY
INTERVIEWED BY JPM
Office occupancy and rents might lag the rest of the indus-
try, but will remain healthy.

Property owners and managers are likely to feel the im-
pact of job and occupancy growth mainly where it comes
to staffing. As employment rises overall, other industries
will compete for talented workers, and potentially excellent
managers could be drawn elsewhere.

Ken Riggs, President of Situs RERC (West Des Moines,
Iowa) anticipates stronger consumer spending, which would
set the stage for the Fed to begin raising short-term rates.
Riggs expects the 10 -year Treasury yield rate to increase
to 2.6 percent by the end of 2015, and to 3.0 percent by the
latter part of 2016. Commercial real estate fundamentals
are likely to continue to improve in 2016, though less dra-
matically than in 2015.

"Office will see stable rent growth, with construction
mostly muted except in a few metro areas," Riggs predicts.
"Demand for warehouse space will continue, with stable to
higher rent growth in 2016 and availability rates expected
to continue to decline in 2015 and 2016.

"As for retail, rental growth should increase slightly in
2016, despite high mall overhead and increasing c -com-
merce levels. In multifamily, we've seen overbuilding in
some markets, with new supply the main risk. Rents have
been projected to decline as vacancy increases-but higher
prices on single-family houses, and low single-family hous-
ing supply, may keep potential homebuyers in apartments a
while longer, keeping rental growth positive."

INDICATORS OF GROWTH

Property managers, Riggs says, should consider different
economic indicators, depending on the type of property
they manage, when projecting rent growth and occupancy.
State and local unemployment rates are relevant to all prop-
erty categories. For office, look also at the stability of major
employers in the area, business growth, vacancy rate, access
to public/metro transportation, restaurants/shopping near-
by and proximity to apartments/residences. For industrial,
look at warehouse locations in the area, manufacturing ac-
tivity and c-commerce/shipping/distribution activity.

Key indicators for retail include personal income/ed-
ucation, demographics/age of people who live in the area
and retail sales activity including restaurants. Multifamily
indicators include availability and pricing of single-family
housing in the area, job growth and a property's proximity
to the CBD and major employers.

"Property managers can expect a generally stable peri-
od," Riggs concludes, "with small rent increases except in
markets with abundant supply."

Norman Radow, CEO of The RADCO Companies (At-
lanta) is more optimistic. He says key indicators point to a
boom year for multifamily, and the challenge for managers
will be to offer the tenant more bang for their rental buck.

"We're seeing continued decrease in the percentage of
homeowners," he says. "Since 2007, it's gone from 70 per-
cent to 64 percent, undoing 25 years of growth in eight
years. Partly this is hangover from the recession, and partly
because it's harder to get a mortgage. Millennials are sad-
dled with massive student debt, so it'll be harder for them to
buy. Meanwhile, boomers want what Millennials want: to
sell their homes and move into town. Now that we're about
to see some job and wage growth, this will be a boom year
for apartments."

"We have to adjust our business plan and provide more in
our apartments, to satisfy the $950 payer who expects more
than the $650 payer, if we want to command higher rents,"
Radow adds.
Looking to where growth will be strongest, Radow says,
"We look for three things in a market: favorable labor laws,
low taxes and a pro -business government. The older indus-
trial states with draconian labor laws and high taxes won't
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see the same growth. Overbuilding could happen in some
markets, but won't be as extreme in this cycle. Construction
costs are rising fast, and at some point institutional debt and
equity will look at that and say: This dog won't hunt."

As for how the current economy affects management,
"There's full employment in the management industry and
it's hard to attract talent. We're going outside the industry
to recruit, and salaries will rise. And new talent likes to
work for the shiny new buildings, so we have to try all the
harder."

After an atrocious start to 2015, Canada's economy is
expected to climb back into positive territory through the
rest of the year and into 2016," reports Ken Finch, CPM, a
broker and manager with Ventawood Management (Missis-
sauga, Ont.).

"Economic prosperity varies from region to region, es-
pecially with the influence of oil prices," he elaborates. "As
the West is generally positive and led by Alberta, falling oil
prices have slowed construction and affected peripheral in-
dustries. In the East, Ontario is steady.

"Ontario and British Columbia markets will likely be the
strongest. Quebec is looking to decline."

Overall, says Finch, development will probably decline.
As for management trends, he notes, greening programs
have become the accepted standard for office property
management. Operating costs have now become an import-
ant discussion point in industrial lease negotiations.

Jeremiah Kane, director of the New York region for Phil-
adelphia -based Rubenstein Partners, focuses on managing
office properties. He expects that segment to grow more
slowly, because while employers are adding jobs, they're us-
ing space more frugally.

"Increased efficiency is a factor," he says, "but we're now
approaching the natural limit of this trend, so we're finally
seeing new supply. We've had long-term job creation, and
we're seeing conversions of industrial properties to office;
even in suburban markets you're seeing embryonic con-
struction. Lenders will step up as demand increases."

Other observers are less optimistic. Kevin J. Thorpe,
chief economist for the Americas at DTZ, a Chicago -based
global firm, says we might see a downturn, although he's not
too worried.

"This economic cycle is getting pretty long in the tooth,
so we're looking for things to go wrong at this point," he
warns. "But as of now, the fundamentals in the U.S. econo-
my look as healthy as ever. We're not expecting 2016 to be
quite as robust, because job growth will slow, which impacts
the demand for space. But demand will be strong enough
to push new development, which means the CRE pie will
growth. From the property management side, I suspect
you'll be very busy.

WHAT TO WATCH

"Property managers, if they're only going to look at one
indicator, should watch consumer confidence. When con-
sumer confidence rises, office occupancy improves two to
three quarters later, and vice versa. People are feeling good
again, they're spending again, and that's ultimately what
drives demand for real estate. The property management
business will thrive, but the number one challenge going
forward will be labor shortages. Business leaders need to
come up with creative strategies and incentives to keep ex-
isting talent and recruit new people."

Angela Aeschliman, CPM, COO of Watermark Property
Management (Chicago), characterizes the economy going
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r(PERTY MANAGERS, IF THEY'RE ONLY
GOING TO LOOK AT ONE INDICATOR, SHOULD
WATCH CONSUMER CONFIDENCE. WHEN
CONSUMER CONFIDENCE RISES, OFFICE
OCCUPANCY IMPROVES TWO TO THREE
QUARTERS LATER, AND VICE VERSA.

into 2016 as "hot"-and she believes that this will cause
positive changes in the property management business.

"In a downturn, brokerage and finance people can't make
money so they turn to property management, which is more
stable," she explains. "As the economy is now more robust,
those brokers and lenders have come back to those old roles.
Meanwhile, many managers began managing REO, fore-
closed or transient properties-and now that there aren't
many of those left, they're looking forward to manage new,
stable assets. Management will come back to the managers,
in a more professional way.

"At the same time, I'm seeing a trend of lenders want-
ing the management contract assigned to them. That way,
they have a better awareness of the solvency of the tenant/
owner."

WHERE MONEY IS BEING SPENT

Real estate brokers and managers are likely to see their pro-
fessions incrementally affected by changes in the economy
in 2016. Certain skills and attributes might gain impor-
tance, and new regulations might alter the way real estate
professionals do business.

Frank Sculco, CPM, operations manager at ABS Part-
ners Real Estate (New York City), says he anticipates in-
creased spending on emergency preparedness and building
security. Concerns about energy costs will be ongoing, he
adds.

"You'll have to look, every day, for new opportunities to
find supplies and staffing at best value," he says. "It'll he

-KEVIN J. THORPE

harder to procure quality staffing. We'll have to keep em-
ployees up to date on the latest management -related tech-
nologies. If you give your people the best tools and direc-
tion, they'll provide a higher level of service.

"We'll see more state -mandated codes related to staffing,
certifications and licenses to ensure that a property is
prepared for an emergency, that we're in a position to
protect tenants. This may result in additional staffing needs,
security and life safety systems as well as additional testing
and scheduled drills. It'll absolutely get more expensive to
manage a building in the coming year."

The secret to successful management in 2016, Sculco
says, will be to plan and budget intelligently: to be more
concerned with the correct approach and making sure ev-
erything is done right.

"Cost associated with operations tends to always go up,"
he says, "but your goal is to get the best prices and provide
the best level of service. The way to prosper in this econ-
omy is to ensure your properties are staffed, supplied and
cleaned the best they can be."

Nancy Braun, owner of Showcase Realty (Charlotte,
N.C.) says managing a team will become just as important
as managing a property.

"Internet technology and social media make it necessary
to have a team to effectively market properties and manage
transactions," she says. "Individuals are limited in their
ability to react quickly enough and perform the research
to assist the client. It's an art, to elicit the true needs of a
client. .

JOSEPH DOBRIAN IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM
MEMBER INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS ATMTOSCAS@IREM.ORG.
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ADVERTORIAL

STRATEGIES
TO STAY COMPETITIVE IN THE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT INDUSTRY
BY NAT KUNES

Renters' preferences change like the tides, and advances in technology are forcing
property managers to shift their strategy. In the past, paper applications, manual
data entry and fax machines were the norm-but now there are faster, more effi-
cient ways of running your business.

-* Having a poor website is worse than having
no website at all. It's vital to have a fresh, mobile -friendly website to make an im-
pactful first impression and bring in potential residents and owners.

Word-of-mouth referrals are great,
\.' l)Ut they will only get you so far. Try a more aggressive approach to your marketing

by advertising in different cities to reach out-of-towners. Modern renters rely on
the Internet to find apartments, so your vacancies need to appear on listing web-

sites and social media.

.-* Making calls is a time-con-
suming process-time that could be better spent servicing quality residents.
Screening services that track and share a resident's detailed payment record can
be more beneficial to bringing in quality renters.

IIII1!tI If you're using paper for rental applications, leases, checks,
invoices or inspections, stop immediately. Valuable resources are being wasted on
processes that can be automated and often expected by today's younger generation
of renters. Go digital and avoid paper and storage costs, time spent and risk of
human error.

The most successful businesses are those that have already abandoned these out-
dated processes and embraced modern technology.

..
) IREM Industry Partners

NAT KUNES, VICE PRESIDENT OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT FOR APPFOLIO, WORKS ON A DAILY BASIS WITH PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROFESSIONALS TO IDENTIFY INDUSTRY TRENDS AND PRODUCT FEATURES THAT ARE INCLUDED IN APPFOLIO'S PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE.
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ADVERTO

KILROY CONSERV
WITH AUTOMATE!
DEMAND RESPON

M K BOLIARIS, CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR YARD I

In 2010, Los Angeles -based Kilroy Realty Corporation
(KRC), a real estate investment trust that owns, develops,
acquires and manages real estate assets on the West Coast,
embraced a portfolio -wide sustainability initiative to reduce
its carbon footprint. Implementing an automated demand re-
sponse program at its 50 -acre business park in Long Beach,
California, serviced by Southern California Edison (SCE),
was a key element of the sustainability initiative.

KRC's acceleration of the automated demand response
program has been supported by incentives from SCE to off-
set the initial installation costs. The key challenge for KRC
was achieving its demand response -related sustainability
goals without impacting tenant comfort or productivity.

After extensive research of the demand response systems
available on the market, KRC selected LOBOS (Load Based
Optimization System) by Enerliance, a Yardi® company.
ThelO-stage Yardi LOBOSTM demand response system
provides 1.6 MW of automated load shed capacity from six
KRC buildings totaling one million square feet at the Long
Beach business park.

"We believed that open and transparent communication
with our tenants about the participation in demand response
load shed events would be key to a successful implementa-
tion. We worked closely with our individual property man-
agers to develop a communications plan tailored to the con-
cerns of the individual tenants. For example, some property
managers sent demand response email communications and
posted lobby signs prior to each event," said Sara Neff, vice
president of sustainability for KRC.

Achieving the desired results required close coordination
between KRC and Enerliance to properly manage the proj-
ect team which included installation contractors, SCE, prop-
erty managers, asset managers and the tenants. "The inter-
est and engagement of our environmentally sensitive tenants

U'
was encouraging and helped reinforce our commitment to
deploying leading -edge sustainability programs throughout
our portfolio," Neff said.

When LOBOS receives a signal from SCE's Demand Re-
sponse Automation Server (DRAS) the day before a demand
response event-typically triggered by exceptionally warm
weather that drives up air conditioning -related energy con-
sumption-it assesses the building's energy consumption and
automatically adjusts HVAC system set points dynamically
every 60 seconds based upon sophisticated algorithms de-
signed to reduce energy consumption to meet demand re-
sponse load shed targets while maintaining tenant comfort.
The LOBOS demand response system also allows building
managers to control which portions of a building will partic-
ipate in a demand response event. If, for example, a tenant
occupying a particular floor chooses not to participate in a
load curtailment event, that floor can be easily excluded by
an authorized user. No special programming skills are re-
quired.

In April 2014, Enerliance accepted the Peak Load Man-
agement Association (PLMA) Outstanding Demand Re-
sponse Customer Award on behalf of KRC in recognition
of the Long Beach project. KRC is currently installing the
LOBOS demand response platform at its California business
parks in San Francisco, San Diego and El Segundo. KRC is
in the process of adding the LOBOS Energy Efficiency (EE)
and Fault Detection and Diagnostics (FDD) software mod-
ules to take full advantage of the comprehensive LOBOS
energy optimization system at its Long Beach facility. .
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ASNEAK PEEK
AT THE
INCOME/EXPENSE
ANALYSIS® STUDIES

- BY I R E lvi BY MATTHEW OHARA

IREM released the 2015 Income/Expense (I/E) Analysis Reports for five property types: Conventional
Apartments, Office Buildings, Shopping Centers, Federally Assisted Apartments, Condominiums, Coop-
eratives and Planned Unit Developments, along with the Metro Reports-for professionals who just need
an individual metropolitan market area report --which now includes region and national data.

For over 60 years, these reports have provided the tools to plan, budget and forecast-and to enable real estate management
professionals to stay one step ahead of the competition by making data -driven decisions. These benchmarking resources em-
power professionals to make big data work for them by delivering data from thousands of properties right at the tips of their
fingertips, right when they need it.
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Income/Expense reports
provide a baseline that we
can't operate without. We're
able to compare property data
in our immediate market and
in our region, and the reports
are essential to understanding
how properties operate."

HIGHLIGHTS FROM
THE INCOME!
EXPENSE ANALYSIS
STUDIES BY IREM

OFFICE
BUILDINGS

I lie 1ncone/Lxpense Anays: (Jjce Building3 rcsearch study,
conducted by IREM since 1976, analyzes operating income
and costs for over 2,200 private -sector office complexes-
some containing multiple buildings-in major metropolitan
areas and regions in the United States and Canada. Addi-
tionally, it contains financial data that is broken out separate-
ly for 456 medical office buildings.

HIGHLIGHTS
 Total collections for suburban office complexes nationwide
in 2014 increased 4.2 percent from 2013 levels to $19.50 per
square foot of net rentable area. Downtown properties cx-
l)crienced a 6.8 percent year-to-year collections increase to
$22.93 per square foot. Total actual collections for down-
town properties were 17.6 percent greater last year than their
suburban counterparts, versus 14.7 percent higher the prior
year.

 Total operating costs for suburban buildings in 2014 in-
reascd 2.0 percent from the prior year to $8.56 per square

foot of rentable area, while those for downtown properties
rose 8.1 percent to $11.14 per square foot.
 Nationally, net operating costs for suburban buildings last
year rose 5.2 percent to $6.31 per square foot of rentable
area, whereas those for downtown properties increased 6.8
percent to $7.84 per square foot.
 The national vacancy rate for suburban properties in op-
eration for 12 months was 6 percent in 2014, down 4 points
from the prior year. Downtown properties experienced a sev-
en percent vacancy rate, equal to the prior year.

-NICHOLAS DUNLAP CPM
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CONVENTIONAL
EN

CONVENTIONAL
APARTM E NTS
The Income/Expense Anaiysis: Conventional Apartments is de-
signed to help real estate professionals evaluate multifami-
ly development and investment options and compar(' their
buildings' performance to industry norms.

The income and expense data for each sample is presented
in dollars per square foot of rentable area and as a percentage
of gross possible income and dollars per unit. Individual met-
ro market reports for more than 120 cities also are included
along with an analysis of vacancy rates and operating unit
trends, plus a variety of historical trend reports.

These key findings are drawn from a control sample of
conventional apartments that have submitted data for the
report consistently over the past four years. The report also
contains data drawn from a larger sample of submissions
gathered over the past five years, regardless of whether that
data was submitted consecutively over the five-year period.
In terms of sample size, the report analyzes the previous
year's operating income and cost figures for 3,441 multi -fam-
ily rental properties, representing over 679,000 units across
the United States.

HIGHLIGHTS
NOt

> Garden buildings rose 6.3 percent to $5.91 per square foot
> Elevator buildings rose 5.9 percent to $11.07 per square

foot

> Low-rise buildings with 25 or more units rose a mere 0.6
percent to $6.30 per square foot

> Low-rise buildings with 12-24 units dropped 12.9 percent
to $4.93 per square foot

GROSS POSSIBLE RENTS

> Elevator buildings reported the highest increase, 4.4 per-
cent, raising the rent per square foot to $18.63

> Garden buildings reported a 3.0 percent gain to $11.36 per

"IREM Income/Expense
Analysis Reports enable
property owners and
managers, investors,
appraisers, lenders, developers
and other real estate
professionals to evaluate
and optimize a building's
performance. These resources
are used for building better
budgets, identifying ways
to trim waste, addressing
inefficiencies, making needed
improvements, preparing
feasibility studies, appraisals
and loan requests, and more."
BURGER, CPM, IREM PRESIDENT

square foot
> Low-rise buildings with 25 -plus units reported a 2.1 per-

cent rent increase to $11.82 per square foot
> Low-rise buildings with 12 to 24 units reported a rent in-

crease of 1.4 percent to $11.96 per square foot

EXPENSES

> Low-rise buildings with 25 or more units rose 5.1 percent to
$5.52 per square foot

> Elevator buildings increased 4.1 percent to $8.14 per square
foot

> Garden buildings rose 2.7 percent to $5.26 per square foot
> Low-rise buildings with 12-24 units rose 2.0 percent to

$6.17 per square foot

Additionally, the study summarizes data by building type,
age, Section 42 properties, turnover and more.
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SHOPPING
CENTERS

The Shopping Centers study, conducted by IREM since 1991,
analyzes the previous year's operating data for 402 open
shopping centers throughout the United States. It is designed
to provide real estate professionals and investors with current
financial data for evaluating the performance of their prop-
erties and for preparing appraisals, budgets, loan requests
and sales proposals.

HIGHLIGHTS
> Median income for open shopping centers across the coun-
try in 2014, based on average actual occupancy (AAO), in-
creased to $17.70 per square foot from $17.18 the prior year.
Open center operating costs increased to $5.27 per square
foot from $5.07 in 2013.
> Broken out regionally, median income for open centers in
2014 ranged from $15.28 to $25.45 per square foot, versus a
range of from $14.28 to $23.43 per square foot in 2013. The
Northeast and Mid -Atlantic regions reported the highest in-
come per square foot at $25.45.
> In terms of expenses, insurance and taxes in 2014 ac-
counted nationally for 45.0 percent of the typical open
center's total operating costs; contracted services -such as
landscaping, security and trash removal -accounted for 14.2
percent; and maintenance/repair and utilities accounted for
8.0 percent and 8.7 percent, respectively. The percentage
breakdowns for major expenses this past year are quite simi-
larto those for 2013.

The study breaks down open shopping center operating data
into several categories, including property size, age, type of
anchor, type of lease, average actual occupancy (AAO) and
gross leasable area (GLA). The study includes national, re-
gional and metropolitan statistics, along with several special
reports including leasing fees, expansion, tenant turnover,
type of ownership and gross sales analysis.

FEDERALLY
ASSISTED
APARTM E NTS
The Income/Expense Anaiysis: Federa4y Assisted Apartments, con-

ducted by IREM since 1986, analyzes the previous year's
operating data for 891 high-rise (elevator buildings), low-rise
and garden -style properties nationwide -containing 83,414
units -that receive one of six types of federal assistance:
HUD Sections 202, 221(d)3, 236, Section 8 Elderly/Hand-
icap and Section 8 Family and Rural Development Section
515.

HIGI-ILIGHTS

> Operating expenses in 2014, Section 221(d)3 low-rise build-
ings experienced the lowest expenses in 2014 at $5.17. Sec-
tion 202 elevator buildings reported the highest total ex-
penses, $10.74 in 2014. Total Expenses decreased for all
garden subsidies over the last two years, with the exception
of Section 8 family buildings.

> In terms of net income by subsidy type, Section 202 build-
ing categories in 2014 ranged from $2.26 to $10.68 per
square foot; Section 221(d)3 buildings ranged from $5.97 to
$6.51 per square foot; Section 236 buildings ranged from
$2.58 to $4.68 per square foot; Section 8 Elderly/Handi-
capped buildings ranged from $4.69 to $6.65 per square
foot; and Section 8 Family buildings ranged from $3.97 to
$5.93 per square foot.

> Elevator buildings reported median net operating income
ranging from $5.93 to $10.68 per square foot. Median net
operating income for low-rise buildings ranged from $2.58
to $4.69 per square foot and that for garden buildings
ranged from $2.26 to $6.65 per square foot.

Additionally, the study breaks down operating figures into
several categories, such as building type, subsidy type, prop-
erty size and property age. Regional and city reports are also
included.
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OMI UMS

CONDOMINIUMS,
COOPERATIVES
AND PLANNED ONIT
DEVELOPMENTS
The Expense Ana/ysis: condominiums, cooperatives and Planned
Unit Developments, conducted by IREM since 1978, ana-
lyzes the previous year's operating cost figures from 2,214
properties in the United States and Canada, represent-
ing 290,807 units. It is designed to help condominium,
co-op and planned unit development (PUD) boards and
property managers benchmark their association's finan-
cial condition, calculate assessments and necessary re-
placement reserves, and develop and evaluate budgets.

HIGHLIGHTS
> Median total annual operating expenses for all condo-

minium building types as a group increased 5.3 percent in
2014 to $2,649.76 per unit from $2,517.25 per unit in 2013.
Similarly, condominium dwellers as a group paid 7.0 per-
cent more in assessments last year, with the median month-
ly assessment amounting to $273.94 per unit, compared
with $256.02 the prior year. The typical association added
$637.50 per unit to its reserve fund, versus $555.00 in 2013,
representing 24.1 percent of total operating cxpenses.

> Breaking out per -unit operating expenses by condo-
miuium type, those for high-rise properties increased the
most, 10.7 percent, rising to $4,732.80. Those for low-rise
properties also increased, 6.6 percent, to $2,561.31 as did
those for townhouses developments, rising 3.2 percent to
$2,116.93; and combination properties increased a mere
0.2 percent to $2,040.35.

> Breaking out reserves by building type, low-rise proper-
ties added annual reserves of $637.50 per unit, amounting
to 24.9 percent of total operating expenses; townhouse de-
velopments added reserves of $502.57, equal to 23.7 per-
cent of total operating expenses; high-rise properties added
reserves of $887.31 per unit, 18.7 percent of total operating
expenses; and combination units added reserves of $434.72
per unit, or 21.3 percent of total operating expenses.

Additionally, the study summarizes data by association type
(condominiums, cooperatives and planned unit develop-
ments) and building type (high-rise, low-rise and townhouse).
It provides an analysis of over 30 expense categories, hun-
dreds of operating breakdowns, median monthly assessments
and an amenity package analysis.

INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS ONLINE LAB TRACKS
DATA OVER 15 -PLUS YEARS

A new state-of-the-art product called the Income/Expense
Analysis Online Lab is available as a companion product for
the research study. The Lab is an interactive website with
24/7 access that enables purchasers to download over 15
years of historical office building data-including over 100
customizable line -item variables-and compare it to the op-
erating data in their individual portfolios.

ABOUT THE I/F REPORTS
(MEMBER) $247.50 and (NONMEMBER) $495.00

Each l/E Report by property type is available in several for-
mats: Books, Interactive PDFs with downloadable Excel files,
Online Labs with 24/7 access to more than 15 years of data
with 100 customizable line -item options, and downloadable
Excel report capability. In addition, the Metro Reports are
available individually as a Flex Package that offers special
savings.

For more information on the 2015 Income/Expense Analysis Reports.
visit www.irem.org/incomeexpense.

MATTHEW OHARA MOHARAIREM.QRG) IS THE INCOME/EXPENSE ANALYSIS MANAGER AT REM HEADQUARTERS IN CHICAGO.
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BREAKING BAD:
STOP DECEPTIVE GROUPTHINK

What do Pearl Harbor, the Chal-
lenger space shuttle and the Y2K
bug scare have in common? The an-
swer: Groups' decisions created negative conse-
quences. It happens in business settings, too. In
working with a management firm wanting to im-
prove operations, I met with executives and man-
agers individually and found, after three people, I
could have copied and pasted their answers into
each of my questionnaires. Everyone said not only
the same thing, but in the same way. Upon inves-
tigation, I uncovered a culture that unknowingly
rewarded uniformity and discouraged disagree-
ment. Owners thought the lack of differing opin-
ions indicated a close, tight team. What it pro-
duced, however, was a stagnant company not able
to achieve higher results. It took several months to
help them "break the bad."

Groupthink, a term created by psychologist Irving
Janis, is what happens when people make a bad
decision out of desire for group consensus. Social
pressure exerts powerful influence. The more ho-
mogenous or cohesive the group, the more suscep-
tible it is to groupthink. But it's not just the group:
A person with manipulative skills can create a
shared response from the masses. And individuals
can dismiss their beliefs, self -censor and remain
quiet in attempt to be part of the group or desire
not to rock the boat.

Groupthink consequences are grave and reduce
the probability of success.
 Prevents critical thinking
 Ignores or minimizes considerations of alterna-

tives

 Fails to examine risks of the group's decision
 Through selective bias, uses only information
that supports their position and doesn't give

U" Itiweight to conti ary evidence
Creates an oversimplified view of problems and
solutions

People feel pressure to conform. As a leader, you're
responsible to create an environment in which di-
verse and contrary ideas are not only required,
but applauded. Incorporate these techniques to
foster smart -group thinking.
 Leaders refrain from stating preferences. The
stronger the leader, the more work is needed to
stop groupthink

 When your meeting starts, discuss the risks of
groupthink and encourage awareness

 Don't allow people to feel bullet-proof. Each
member must feel responsible for the. group's ac-
tions

 Require problems and contradictory views be
shared

 Don't allow negative comments in response to
differing views

 Encourage comments that are inquisitive in na-
ture

 A minimum of one strong member should serve
the role of devil's advocate to critically evaluate
and question data, assumptions. . .everything

 Bring in outside experts and have them chal-
lenge thinking

 Split the group into sub -groups to generate a
decision, then bring together and compare out-
comes

 Encourage members to discuss with people out-
side the group and to bring those reactions back
for consideration

Strong, supportive teams are a plus to an organi-
zation; groupthink is not. Create an environment
that supports smart -group thinking. .

NATALIE 0.
BRECHER, CPM,
(NBRECHERØ
BRECHER
ASSOCIATES.

COM) IS

PRESIDENT
OF BRECHER
ASSOCIATES
IN REDONDO

BEACH, CALIF.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE IREM
PUBLICATION,
TRANSFORMA -
TIONAL LEADER
SHIP IN THE NEW
AGE OF REAL
ESTATE, WRITTEN
BY CHRISTO-
PHER LEE.

AVAILABLE AT
IREMBOOKS.ORG.
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Micro -Management
It might be that when you hear the phrase
micro -unit, images of the Marx Brothers
arise, stuffing a steamer trunk into a match-
book -sized state room. You'd be wrong. Micro -units
today are a popular, high-tech, high -touch sub -class of the
multifamily market catering in large part to young urban
professionals.

What exactly is a micro -unit? According to a newly re-
leased White Paper, The Macro View on Micro Units, from the
Urban Land Institute, there really is no set definition. "A mi-
cro -unit is a somewhat ambiguous term that covers anything
from a relatively small studio or one -bedroom apartment to
a short-term lease, SRO unit with a communal kitchen and
common room areas," the report states.

K. David Meit, CPM, GRI, president and CEO of Oculus
Realty LLC in Gaithersburg, MD, provides a slightly more
nuanced definition, explaining that a micro is: "A unit that's
generally 20 to 30 percent smaller than a traditionally de-
signed unit, anywhere from 300 to 450 square feet in a studio
or efficiency model."

But Meit says that micro -units are actually available in a

variety of sizes, at least in his District of Columbia MSA,
and he states that one -and two -bedroom versions are avail-
able. "We have one -bedrooms that are 600 square feet and
two -bedrooms that are 700 to 800 square feet. So it's really
any unit that is 20 to 30 percent smaller than a traditionally
designed apartment."

The space might be small but the concept is growing. Ac-
cording to ULI: "Small units with less than 600 square feet
were the top occupancy performers in recently finished de-
velopments as of early 2014. These units reported noticeably
higher occupancy (91.3 percent) than the 89.6 percent rate
for mid -sized units from 600 to 1,000 square feet and the
89.3 percent in large units of more than 1,000 square feet."

Of course, it should be noted that the concept is not new,
and Meit says that he has in his portfolio pre-war apartment
buildings that feature full-size units that were clearly "com-
bined from smaller units from the 1930s and '40s."

But today's micros are clearly the response to two more
recent major trends: A return to the urban core and the rise
of the Millennial generation. Bill Whitlow, a partner at San
Francisco -based Terra Search Partners LLC and chairof the
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ULI committee that produced the White Paper, provided the
demographics: The potential users of micro -units are typical-
ly "single, under 34, with an annual income under $40,000."
Men dominated the potential user base, but not by much, thc
White Paper revealed. Of those identified as potential micro
renters (nearly 50 percent of all potential renters), 53 percent
were male and 47 percent were female.

Male or female, potential renters surveyed by ULI are
looking for definite benefits in trade for these smaller spaces.
The top perks were: Location (97 percent); Price (86 percent);
Proximity to work/school (78 percent); Proximity to neigh-
borhood amenities (73 percent); The ability to live alone (71
percent); Proximity to public transportation (62 percent); In-
ternet/Wi-Fi services (54 percent); and Quality of finishes (52
percent).

The need for neighborhood amenities dovetails nicely with
the revitalization that many of our city cores are experienc-
ing. Largely with a younger demographic in mind, reworked
city centers often emphasize natural grocers such as Whole
Foods and hip, trendy restaurants. Think Manhattan's Chel-
sea District or Denver's LoDo.

And while Meit says both the properties he manages and
the projects he advises have a clear emphasis on fixtures and
finishes, for the upwardly mobile demographic his build-
ings cater to, what noes on outside the unit is more import-
ant. The renting demographic is "very
social, soif you're going to provide a
micro -unit type property, yoi have to
have the building -wide amenies to go
along with the urban amenities." Roof
decks and total building Wi-Fi are key among them, as the
survey indicated.

But what's in it for the real estate community? While it's
hip to be-well-hip, owners and managers need more than
a cool portfolio to justify these projects. "The selling prop-
osition to developers, owners and operators is all about the
economics," says the White Paper. "Achieving higher density
often translates into higher yields.

"From a construction standpoint," it continues, "building
a micro -unit community costs approximately five to 10 per-
cent more per square foot because of the relatively fixed cost
associated with building a kitchen and a bathroom, which
is generally the same for a micro -unit as for a conventional
apartment. However, the typically 25 percent higher value
ratio that can be achieved for these units reportedly more
than compensates for the higher construction cost."

In short, it will cost renters more per square foot than a
traditional rental but less on a monthly basis because of size.

And as Meit points out, "renters don't look at a lease from a
square -foot basis." The White Paper highlights the savings
by comparing a conventional 500 -square -foot studio with
a 300 -foot micro -studio. At- $4 a foot, the former carries a
sticker price of $2,000. But at $5 a foot, the latter's sticker
price is $1,500.

In terms of his costs, "Our operating expenses are still sub -
25 percent of effective gross Income, and sometimes even
lower," he says. "It's as efficient, if not more efficient, than
a 300 -square -foot garden -style unit in the suburbs." Plus,
smaller apartments means greater density.

Contributing to those savings is the Oculus model, he says,
which emphasizes "a lot of technology to drive a high -touch,
customer -service experience. And our target demographic

CONTINUED ON PAGE 50>
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Please visit the

website www.

iremfoundation.org

to earn more

about the good

works of the

REM Foundation.

While you are

there, we invite

you to make a

donation. It makes

no difference how

much you give,

just as long as

you give. Never

underestimate

the value of

your donation.

Donations keep

the Cycle of

Giving rolling

forward.

KIM HOLMES
(KHOLMESI'Ô

IREM.ORG) IS

FOUNDATION
MANAGER
FOR REM

HEADQUARTERS
IN CHICAGO.

Never Underestimate
the Value of Your Donation
I'm sure there have been times when you've
wanted to help someone but thought that you
just didn't have enough money to make a big
difference in the cause you were concerned
with. It's hard to think that a $25 check really
helps anyone at all, but it does, and it will.

EVERY LITTLE BIT COUNTS

Sometimes it seems that the very wealthy are the
only ones who give money to charities or non-prof-
it organizations. Donations can be large or small
amounts of money. People often find it easier to
donate small amounts of money instead of larger
ones. Contributing small amounts to worthy caus-
es truly do make a difference.

But why should you do it? The reasons are many
and vary from individual to individual. However,
plenty of people donate to advance a cause, or to
indicate appreciation for a service well rendered
and the list goes on and on. You are a critical
resource and the IREM Foundation can't do its
work alone.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Did you know the IREM Foundation is a finan-
cial supporter of the Institute? The IREM Foun-
dation has helped the Institute establish and fur-

ther programs, projects and initiatives that the
Institute, its members and prospective members
benefit from today.

GRANT FUNDING

The Foundation providcs grant funding to the In-
stitute and other organizations with programs that
are well conceived and innovative. For example, one
of the grants awarded to IREM supported academ-
ic outreach initiatives, which are aimed at making
college and university students more aware of prop-
erty management as a viable career option. Another
IREM grant was used to support IREM diversity
initiatives. We anticipate awarding approximately
$66,000 to IREM this year in grant funding.

SCHOLARHIPS

The I"oundation offers scholarships to those who
express an interest in earning one of IREM's cre-
dentials. Attending IREM courses moves a student
one step closer to becoming an IREM Member.
Our year-end forecast for scholarships is $150,000.

As you can see, the Foundation is committed to
attracting, developing and retaining individuals
for careers in real estate management. Our mis-
sion is supported by the generosity of IREM mem-
bers, chapters and corporations.

IREM Foundation Program Activity 201 3/2014
2013 2014

SCHOLARSHIPS

Number awarded 138 146

Number of classes attended 282 303

Dollars awarded $137,007 $146,891

GRANT FUNDING

REM $29,240 $76,532

Other(s) - $17,200
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11/5

Alabama No. 43
Location: Birmingham, Ala.
Visiting Leader(s): Lynn Disbrow

11/9-11/11
North Florida Chapter No. 35
Location: Jacksonville, Fla.
Visiting Leader(s):
Craig Cardwelt, CPM

11/10
North Florida No. 35
Location: Jacksonville, Fla.
Visiting Leader(s):
Lori Burger, CPM

11/13-11/15
NAR Annual Conference & Expo

Location: San Diego
All National Officers

11/1 7-11/19

Western North Carolina No. 40
Location: Charlotte, N.C.
Visiting Leader(s):
Lan Burger, CPM

11/18

Tucson No. 73
Location: Tucson, Ariz
Visiting Leader(s):
Mike Lanning, CPM

11/18-11/22

USGBC Greenbuild
Location: Washington, D.C.
Visiting Leader(s): Russell
Salzman, CAE, OM, RCE-
CEO/Executive Vice President
Todd Feist, Sustainability
Program Manager

DECEMBER 2015
12/1-12/4
REM Officer Meeting

Location: Chicago
All National Officers and
Senior Vice Presidents

12/9
Florida W. Coast No. 44
Location: Tampa, Fla.
Visiting Leader(s): Chris Mellen,
CPM, ARM

PERSONALLY SPEAKING!
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47

loves technology. Millennials and Gen Ys are very happy
never having to talk to anybody. They want to do it online or
via text, and that allows me not to have anybody on site."

And communication is the number-one aspect of that
level of service-especially since there is no mana ement of-
fice. "We've created a streamlines abili-
ty for residents to contact us via phone,
text or email. They can do anything
except come to the office." The buildings of
course are monitored remotely, and access is strictly con-
trolled.

By comparison, Meit says that if all the onboard tech were
replaced by on -site staff, costs would become "untenable.
Labor after real estate taxes is the number-one expense of
operating a building, at least in the D.C. area-and we're not
even a union market."

So where is all of this leading? "The next evolution of the
micro -unit concept is currently under construction in San
Francisco," says ULI. "Panoramic is building a 160 -unit
community in the SoMa district that will offer a mix of mi-
cro -unit studios and three -bedroom, two -bath 'micro -suites'
that are approximately 700 square feet. That is 233 square
feet per occupant-assuming only one person per bedroom."

But long-term, what is the outlook? Are micro -units the
result of a one-time nexus of economy and sociology? Or are
they a long-term trend? Frankly, it's anyone's guess.

"The question that remains is if this is a passing fad or a
trend that's here to stay," says Whitlow. And it remains un-
answered in large part because of the disjointed nature of the
industry itself. "The universe of micro -units is still relatively
very small, and the preponderance of developers are small,
local firms. As a result, our research team was able to secure
consumer feedback only from the relatively smaller data set
of micro -renters versus renters of conventional apartments.
Largely for that reason, our research leaves lingering ques-
tions about the future acceptance of micro -units."

With the future in question, the industry is hedging its
bets. "We're designing a lot of micro -units," says Meit, "but
they're side -by -side to give us the option to convert to a larger
one- or two -bedroom if 15 or 20 years from now the trend
goes away and proves to be a fad."

But even if the fad fades, ULI believes micro -units will
have made their mark. "Whether this turns out to be a lasting
phenomenon or a passing fad, micro -units have renewed the
focus on efficient layouts and innovative design solutions." .

JOHN SALUSTRI ISA CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN IREM MEMBER
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA
TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØ!REM ORG.
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THEM insider / REGIONAL OUTLOOK / MIDWEST (Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana)

CR1CQQ
OFFICE LEASING ACCELERATES IN CHICAGO

Vacancies in Chicago's ollice market have fallen just 100 basis points from
the cyclical peak, which occurred during the first quarter of 2011 and re-
mains elevated versus the pre -recession trough of 15.4 percent. Inconsistent
demand has prevented any meaningful vacancy compression over the past
couple of years. However, the metro's recovery has begun to accelerate
during the first half of 2015, and should continue to do so for the balance
of the year. Net absorption is expected to exceed 1 million square feet for
the first time since 2007 and should outstrip new supply by a wide enough
margin to drive the vacancy into the high 17 percent range by the end of
the year.
MICHAEL STEINBERG, ASSOCIATE. RESEARCH & ECONOMICS
REIS INC., NEW YORK CITY

Sector 02 2015 02 2014 % Change VOY Vacancy
U,,.,, D..,, A,,., D...+ A.,I,.,.. D....+ D,.+

Apartment $1,203 3.6%$1,170 2.8%

Office $29.31 $28.45 3.0% 18.2%

Retail $19.63 $19.40
j

1.2% 12.3%

Source: Reis Inc.

CINCi!T1.. u .

NEW RETAILERS ENTER CINCINNATI MARKET

The retail market is strong as occut ii tcy ii is continue to rise. In addi-
tion, rental rates are increasing steadily for our property type, which is
grocery -anchored shopping centers. New development and redevelopment
of existing retail centers in the region is increasing with the rise in rental
rates and high occupancy rates. We are also seeing an increase in small
outparcel building development along with pad site demand back on the
rise.

DAWN STAMPER, CPM / SENIOR DIRECTOR OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PHILLIPS EDISON & COMPANY, CINCINNATI

Sector 02 2015
Asking Rent

$794

$19.14

$15.19

02 2014
Asking Rent

$774

$18.79

$14.95

% Change VOY
Asking Rent

2.6%

1.9%

1.6%

Vacancy
Rate

3.1%

21.2%

12.1%

Apartment

Office

Retail

Source: Reis Inc.

MOTOR CITY

DETROIT
PUBLIC PROJECTS BUOY DETROIT

Overall, I'm excited about Detroit. We're seeing more businesses choose to
move downtown. We have the M-1 light rail system that is about halfway
clone. The M-1 will go from Downtown out to Midtown. That is exciting
that we are taking a step into the mass transit economy, which I think will
really help Detroit. We also just had a major expansion of the Cobo Cen-
ter. So, we are seeing a lot more convention business downtown and more
services for them. Detroit also has the largest international border crossing
with Canada, and there is a new bridge being built between Detroit and
Windsor (Canada). So, we have a lot of things that are going to heIj) l)etroit
continue to strengthen.
GARY OFFENBACHER. CPM, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
CONTINENTAL MANAGEMENT, BINGHAM FARMS, MICH,

Sector 02 2015
Asking Rent

02 2014
Asking Rent

% Change YOY
Asking Rent

Vacancy
Rate

Apartment $911 $891 2.2% 2.7%

Office $19.36 $19.08 1.5% 25.3%

Retail _$17.38 _$17.26 0.7% 11.8%

Source: Reis Inc.

NANAPULL
DOWNTOWN INDY IS THRIVING -

Oii of the most exciting thi ping ii di apolis ' e resurgence
of the downtown CBD. After a sé'nan.t t , s A o cc product ts
trading hands again and s vvjjtors..a atixsgj.hj80's era down-
town staples into more em inun aces to ac illennials.
Long struggling low- and mid- s buildi are beii g redeveloped into
hip apartments. New mix -use develop ts see to be rowing out
of the sidewalk like weeds, nd for*e firs time cc 19 , a high-rise
multi -family project is being co structed the site o Indianapolis' de-
molished Market Square Aren . n all co er ial re state capacities,
Downtown Indianapolis 11as become a*t b cI xciting activity with no
apparent slow clown.
KIM COLLINS, CPM, GENERAL MANAGER
JLL, INDIANAPOLIS

Sector 02 2015 02 2014 % Change YOY Vacancy
Asking Rent Asking Rent Asking Rent Rate

Apartment $765 $746 25%
j

6.3%

Office $18.20 $17.95 14% 19.7%

Retail $14.96 $14.78 1.2% 14.3%

Source: Reis Inc.

BETH MATTSON-TEIG IS A CONTRIBUTING WRITER FOR JPM®. IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS ARTICLE OR YOU ARE AN REM MEMBER
INTERESTED IN WRITING FOR JPM®, PLEASE E-MAIL MARIANA TOSCAS AT MTOSCASØ!REM.ORG.
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The vented BRUTEcontainer makes backbreaking work easy with innovations you (and your back) will appreciate.

BUILT IN VENTING CHANNELS CINCHES KEEP BAG FROM FALLING IN BRUTE.

The vented BRUTEcontainer makes backbreaking work easy with innovations you (and your back) will appreciate.

BUILT IN VENTING CHANNELS CINCHES KEEP BAG FROM FALLING IN BRUTE.
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YARDI Procure to Pay'TM
Simplify processes, cut costs and gain access to over one million

products from leading suppliers with our end -to -end online

procurement, vendor management and invoice processing platform.

YARDI To learn more, call 800.866.1144
or visit www.yardi.com/procuretopay.
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